High-speed positional cloning based on restriction landmark genome scanning.
Restriction landmark genome scanning (RLGS) was developed as a method of genome analysis that is based on the concept that restriction enzyme sites can be used as landmarks. In this article, we demonstrate how this method can be used for the systematic, successful positional cloning of mouse mutant reeler gene. The major advantage of the RLGS method is that it allows the scanning of several thousand spots/loci throughout the genome with one RLGS profile. High-speed positional cloning based on the RLGS method includes (1) high-speed construction of a linkage map (RLGS spot mapping), (2) high-speed detection of RLGS spot markers tightly linked to the mutant phenotype (RLGS spot bombing method), and (3) construction of YAC contigs covering the region where tightly linked spot markers are located (RLGS-based YAC contig mapper). We introduced a series of these procedures by using them to positionally clone the reeler gene. High-speed construction of the whole genetic map and spots/loci (less than 1 cM) within the closest flanking markers is demonstrated. The RLGS-based YAC contig mapper also efficiently yielded the YAC physical contig map of the target region. Finally, we cloned the reeler gene, which is the causal gene for the perturbation of the three-dimensional brain architecture due to the abnormal migration of neuroblasts in reeler mouse. Since the RLGS method itself can be used for any organism, we conclude that the total RLGS-based positional cloning system can be used to identify any mutant gene of any organism.